


“Teacher’s are not going to give lecture 

but just creating a building of  texture”: Dr 
Vijay Kumar

Before we discuss Transfer of Property Act. you should know that what is Property And What is
Transfer and also how it work(made) or Perform in our life.

As we know that earlier there was no specific laws relating to transfer of property .Informal rules,
customary rules(as panchaya/Informal Court).

The TP Act , 1882 drafted in 17 feb 1882 and adopted or regulated on 1st July 1882.

Matters related to property is mentioned in concurrent list of Indian constitution , entry in six(6).

Transfer of agriculture property state list , entry in eighteen( 18) .

Transfer of property Act ,1882 is total Sec-137 with one schedule.



The transfer of property Act mainly deals with the transfer of
immoveable property. Some of sections also deal with
moveable property. Sec 5 to 37 are applicable , where the
property is immoveable or moveable. Sec54-117 deal with
immoveable properties only. Sec 118 to 137 are applicable to
both immoveable and moveable properties .

* With regards to second category, the Act deals with first part
i.e. transfer inter-vivos , while the transfers from dead person
to living person/persons are governed by the Indian
Succession Act.

* With regards to the third category , the Act deals with
voluntary transfers, while the Insolvency Act and Civil
Procedure Code deal with the involuntary transfers.



*  Two main objects of the Act:

– Regulate transfer of property between living
persons

– Complete the code of contract law for
immovable property

* Act does not purport to be exhaustive. It doesn’t cover each 
and every aspect of transfer of property.



Transfer of Property Act,1882
TRANSFER

By act of party

By Will
Testamentary Instrument Between Living-Living

Person

Property will be transfer                            TP Act, 1882
after death of will maker                      A-Transfer to-A

A--------------B

A----------B,C,D

Succession Act

By Operation of Law

By Order of Court

maintenance (Sec-125 of                        
Cr.P.C)

Insolvency/ Attachement



Continue for Next Unit…………
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